Find
ding ro
oots to
t seccond‐‐degrree
polyynomiial eq
quatio
ons
Threee methodss: By Grou
ups, Graph
hing Calcu
ulator, an
nd Quadra
atic Formu
ula

Giveen: 6x2 + 20x + 16 = 0
Method 1:
1 , By Groupss. Useful if you
u don’t have a calculator, but time consuming, many steps.
1

6 x 16
6 = 96

2
3

12 & 8.
8 12 x 8 = 96, and
a 12 + 8 = 20
0
6x2 + 12x
1 + 8x + 16

4

6)
(6x2 + 8x) + (12x + 16

5
6
7
8

2x(3x + 4) + 4(3x + 4)
4
(2x + 4)(3x
4
+ 4)
Does (2x
( + 4)(3x + 4)) = 6x2 + 20x + 16 (?)
4 =0
Calcullate the roots. (2(‐2) + 4) = 0,, and (3( ) + 4)

(rem
member, 8x & 12x is
Is 20x split up)

Multtiply the first and last coefficiients, 6 and 16
6
together
Whaat numbers mu
ultiply to 96 and
d add to 20?
Re‐w
write equation using 12x & 8xx instead of 20x
Grou
up. Note, (6x2 + 12x) + (8x + 16)
1 is another way
w
to grroup, but causees a problem when
w
checking. At
this step,
s
grouping can only be do
one two ways. This
is thee only step of “guess
“
and cheeck”
Facto
or out‐ make sure the “(3x + 4)” are the sam
me
Re‐w
write, combine terms
Checck‐ yes it does.
Rootts are ‐2, and ‐4
4/3

Method 2:
2 TI‐83/ TI‐84
4 graphing callculator. Allow
ws you to seee the equation
n visually, butt requires
proficienccy with a TI caalculator. Ansswers are disp
played as a deecimal, not a fraction.

Type in the equation
n in the Y= screen.

View th
he graph. Thee function crosses the x‐axis at
two plaaces, which means
m
two plaaces where y = 0.
These are
a the roots. Use the Zoom Box to get a
closer look.
Using the “zoom” keey, choose “ZBox” which iss
menu ittem 1. Form a box around
d the lower po
ortion
of the curve.
c
The ressults should lo
ook similar to
o the
picture on the right.

To find the roots, use the “calc” menu above the
TRACE key. Choose item 2, “zero.”

The calculator needs to know a boundary for
which zero to calculate, because there are two.
We’ll find the left‐most root first. Select a left and
right on either side of the left‐most root.
One of the two roots is found to be ‐2. Repeat the
same procedure for the right‐most root. The result
will be displayed as ‐1.333… which is ‐4/3

Method 3: Quadratic formula. Quick & easy, but may require a calculator with a square‐root key.
Mistakes are often made because of the complex order‐of‐operations in the formula.

√
2
20

4

The formula for solving a quadratic equation.
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Substitute numbers for the letters. a = 6, b = 20,
and c = 16. Compute both positive and negative
roots, note the symbol “±” means there is a
positive and negative operation (two in one)
Clean up all the exponents and radicals, and your
two roots are within reach…

Here are the two roots

